"*"For those who believe*, *no proof is necessary*. *For those who don\'t believe*, *no proof is possible*"(Stuart Chase, American engineer and economist, 1888--1985)"

In biology, particularly in neuroscience, confirmatory studies are always easier to accept than new ideas. Of course, the onus of providing evidence supporting new hypotheses belongs to the individuals who propose them. The existence of mitochondrial CB1 receptors (mtCB1) belongs to this type of hypothesis.

In 2008, when we first observed the presence of CB1 receptors at brain mitochondrial membranes, we were aware of the unconventionality of this finding. Thus, we armed ourselves with patience and used everything in our power to challenge this idea. To this aim, all our experiments were performed using the best available negative controls [@bib1], which are mice genetically modified to lack the entire coding sequence of the *CB1* receptor gene (*CB1*-KO) [@bib2]. For instance, only after verifying that careful and reproducible quantifications displayed significantly higher levels of immunogold staining of brain mitochondria with CB1 antisera in wild-type mice as compared with *CB1*-KO littermates, we concluded that some expressions of mtCB1 likely exist in the brain [@bib1]. While all antisera display some levels of unspecific binding to extracts and tissues, the use and quantification of negative controls is the only procedure that allows for determining antisera specificity. In agreement with Morozov et al. [@bib3], we now report [@bib4] that the DAB--Ni technique produces higher background mitochondrial staining than the immunogold approach originally used [@bib1], likely because mitochondria contain biotinylated proteins [@bib5; @bib6]. Still, careful quantifications revealed a significantly higher staining of brain mitochondria in wild-type than in *CB1*-KO tissues, independently of the method used [@bib1; @bib4].

In their commentary [@bib7], Morozov et al. underline the difficulty of brain mitochondrial purifications and correctly highlight some discrepancies in the amplitudes of cannabinoid effects on mitochondrial respiration between our two studies [@bib1; @bib4]. However, while brain mitochondrial purification is difficult, we maintain that when a drug repeatedly produces a significant effect on wild-type extracts and no effects on extracts from *null* mutants for a specific protein, one can conclude that this protein mediates the observed effect, independently of its amplitude. Moreover, the data presented in this issue of *Molecular Metabolism* suggest that the effects of WIN55,212-2 are decreased by higher synaptosomal contaminations (see Figs 4 and 5 of Ref. [@bib4]), indicating that lower purification quality likely decreases cannabinoid impact on mitochondrial respiration, rather than the contrary, as implicitly proposed by Morozov et al. [@bib3; @bib7].

Only the use of additional controlled experimental approaches providing quantifiable data will confirm the existence, or not, of mtCB1 receptors. Given the currently available evidence, however, we think that the direct impact of (endo)cannabinoid signaling on brain mitochondrial functions represents a novel and reasonable possibility to explain some of the mechanisms of brain functions, which will be worth exploring further.
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